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WHAT IS MODULAR MAGNETIC?

Modular Magnetic is a modular 

exhibition system for creating fair 

and event stands. The system is 

based on the idea of multiple use 

of aluminum frames in various 

congurations. The installation is 

simple and intuitive – without any 

tools. You can create the booth – 

like with the blocks, in many ways: 

extending (by adding extra 

panels), changing shape etc. 
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Thanks to changeable graphics 

panels, mounted to the frames 

with magnetic strip you can easily 

build the stand that suits to every 

project. What is more, the system 

is easy to store and transport. The 

frames can be transfered to the 

destination place on the system 

trolley.
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The 3 mm thick PVC or dibond 

printed in UV technology is 

mouted to the frames with 

magnetic strip within a few 

second. At any time you can 

replace the panel with new 

ones, with the current motif.

INFILL: PVC, DIBOND
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Thanks to the simple connectors 

and many accessories, you can 

create effective exhibition stand, 

promotional island or shop-in-shop 

etc. All in a very short time, 

intuitively without any tools.

 JOING THE FRAMES
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ELTEX MAGNETIC
FRAME

LOOK, HOW EASY IT IS!
MODULAR MAGNETIC IS AN EXCELLENT INVESTMENT! IT IS SAVING YOUR TIME AND MONEY!

MAGNETIC
STRIP



PVC PLATE
MAGNETIC

STRIP

- Extremely easy and quickly assemble and disassamble

- Installation without any tools and technical expertise

- Changeable graphics panels in a few seconds

- Easy to store and transport

- Multiple use of the system in various conguration



PVC PLATE
(PRINT)

THAT’S ALL!
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ACCESSORIES

Modular Magnetic – one system with many possibilities.
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1 Lamp

External LED lighting 
system avaiable in 
two types: 42L and 

60L.

 TV holder

TV holder with a set of 
components for the 

screen assembly.

Shelf

It is where you can 
present your product 

during the show.

Corners

This prole is the 
perfect nish of the 

stand's corners.

Base plate

When creating the 
enormous booths we 

priovide the 
construction with base 
plates to make it more 

stable.

Door

Door for Modular 
Magnetic System, 
locked, lled with 

printed panel.
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SETS
EXAMPLES



SET 1

The multiple use if the set is a huge 
benet of the system.
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magnetic frame 1000x1250 - 24pcs
magnetic counter - 2pcs
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SET 2

Frames can be easily combined in 
different recongurations.
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Magnetic frame 1000x1250 - 24pcs
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SET 3

In addition, you can easily extend the 
stand by adding new frames and 

graphic panels Set 4: One set provides 
many conguration options. What is 

extremely important - you can always 
buy new customised graphic panels, 

additional frames or accessories.
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Magnetic door - 1pcs
Magnetic frame 1000x1250 - 24pcs
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SET 4
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Magnetic counter - 1pcs
Magnetic frame 1000x1250 - 24pcs

Magnetic door - 1pcs
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NOTES
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ul. Skórzewska 32
62-081 Wysogotowo

Poland

Tel: +48 61 826 82 93        Tel: +48 61 826 83 18        Tel: +48 61 826 13 89        www.elstar-info.com
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